Since the basketball season -- in which the freshmen were triumphan-t, the women's athletic association has been at its best. There has not been a great deal going on there since the Hall game for the efficient formation has served its time which work is required of all freshmen and sophomore girls. However, the slow time is now a thing of the past, for the girls are now getting ready for a series of baseball games which are anticipated to escape any- thing that has ever been held among the women. The sale of these indoor baseball games has not, as yet, been announced but they will probably be held some time or part of Apr-i, as a result of the basketball season. The series is a dead heat between the different classes. The freshmen girls are looking forward to the championship, as are each of the other classes. There is really more expected of the freshmen than of any of the other classes owing to the fact that they have more than doubled their register.

Immediately after the basketball season the annual tennis tournament, between the classes, will be played. Freshmen and sophomore girls will be more popular every year. There are a few good tennis "fords" in the university. It is understood that they are counting the days until "Old 210" will put up a set of partitions of 2. Flavian and derruy the court enough for a game or two.

The official association is offering a handsome loving cup to the winners of the female series. This fact will keep some more interest and competi-tion in the game and the series. This series title will end the ses-soon for Miss Wilkinson and her girls.

CAMERA CLUB TO MEET

The Camera Art club will meet at room 111 new Physics hall Thurs-day evening at 7.30. The meeting will be held in the new better room of the physics building. Prof. Ford will take his sub-ject, "The regulations of the voice. The public is cer-tainly invited.

WOMEN GETTING READY FOR BASEBALL SERIES

SINCE BASKETBALL-SEASON ATH-LETICS HAS BEEN AT LOW EBB AMONG GIRLS.

Here's Expected From Freshman Girls In Coming Series - Tennis Fever Designing For Fair Athletes - Contact to End Year.
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WOMEN TO VOTE FOR DELEGATE

Polls to Open Thursday and Friday, Forenoon - All Women Urged to Vote.

At the class meetings for univer-sity affairs held Tuesday afternoon the following resolutions were made:

Elinor Bradow.
Patrice Bradfield.
Maude Brown.
Kath. B. Conklin.
Uma Henderson.
Bella Keller.
Anna Reck.

SPOTTED SCENE

FOR SENIOR PLAY

Special Lighting and Scenery Made

In High School Shops Featured.

The high school students are making elaborate preparations for their annual play this spring. "My Fair Lady," which will be presented at the English theater on the Friday evening, April 11. Special scenery and lighting will feature the produc-tion, all of which, will be made at the manual training shops under the direction of Walter Flesler, who each of the eight fraternities pledg-ers are expected to contribute. The decorations. Require about $900 which is expected to be represented by at least twenty students who have applied for places oratory is admitted to membership. The orchestra of eight piece-so is well and favorably known, as it has played here for the military ball recently held. This orchestra will consist of eight of the most gifted and popular of the orchestra will appear in the play given by the Sigma Xi fraternity for intercollegiate debat-ing. The Initiation of new members will be announced Friday evening at seven o'clock.

Special mention should be made of the fact that they have more than doubled their register. It is expected that they will be represented by at least eight members.

There will be no trouble concerning the flowers question at the annual pancake breakfast party this year. After much debate at a meeting held re-cently it was definitely decided that there should be no flowers. There were no flowers to be worn annual event considerably. Last year there was some comment over the fact that some of the women wore ap-pealing women and they were asked to remove them because it had been understood beforehand that no women were to be worn, although there had been no official notice to that effect.

The party is to be held as the sec-ond event.

All plans are now complete with the exception of the decorations. It is expected that the decoration committee will be able to supply according to pres-ent indications. Up to date only 150 students have applied for positions, while nearly 1000 requests for men with sal-aries have been received from all parts of the United States. No institution which does not main-tain a high standing in debate and oratory is admitted to membership. As a result of the present standstill because of the trou-bles and there is no telling when the affairs in the university will be open Thursday, 8 a.m.-12 m. and Friday 8 a.m.-12 m. and Thursday 8 a.m.-12 m.

Demand for teachers.

GREATER THAN SUPPLY

Requests for Teachers From the University Contractor

Applicants . . . .

The teachers' employment bureau of the university will receive three hundred and fifty applications for positions, while nearly 1000 requests for men with sal-aries have been received from all parts of the United States. No institution which does not main-tain a high standing in debate and oratory is admitted to membership. As a result of the present standstill because of the trou-bles and there is no telling when the affairs in the university will be open Thursday, 8 a.m.-12 m. and Friday 8 a.m.-12 m. and Thursday 8 a.m.-12 m.
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Demand for teachers.
SOME REGULAR GUIDES.

New and often unsought opportunity time there is to be held here several conventions, athletic meets, and other events which will attract visitors from all over the state. On occasion, when the president is in attendance, there is a need felt for a system of guides, who are well acquainted with the university, that they might take charge of this situation and to take care of the visitors on this occasion.

The program with this corps of guides, attractions visiting the city and university would be able to get a much better insight of our great institution. There has been times and recently, too, when guides were needed badly. Several times this year we have met men and women doing various guides for us.

New ASKINGS NOW FROM LEGISLATURE

President Re-Appointed Requests for University as Head of Board's Action.

A $50,000 increase for the university engineering department, $25,000 for the domestic science department and an additional setting of $50,000 for instruction in aeronautics, and additional money for medical education were announced yesterday by President J. G. Bowman as new items in the budget of the university of Iowa which is to be presented to the senate probably Monday and later referred to a sub-committee.

Along with this announcement President Bowman told of the proposed establishment of a physical health department which was to be inaugurated at a cost of $35,000.

Opinion papers in administrative circles of the university as a result of the great success we do the world takes with the university every Friday. Around the president's office every thing is being rushed to get the report of new making to the senate in time for immediate action. President Bowman held conferences all day.

It was closed with Dean Raymond of the engineering college for over an hour and while the latter was there from the president's office the university's chief executive was ready to announce how much Iowa engineering would want from the senate on Monday.

D. M. Murphy of Eldorado, member of the state board of education, and president at the conclusion of his interview with Dean Raymond and accompanied the president on a tour of the university buildings.

President Bowman was the day to tell all about what was going to happen as a result of Iowa's great victory in the upper house yesterday, to the new making, and after the new asking. The figures are all tentative, but the legislature and medical education is estimated.

The engineering request for $15,000 is probably approximate, however Dean Raymond and the president were in communication with a special group of legislators. Plans as to the establishment of the domestic science department are yet to be made.

President Bowman plans in innovation by the establishment of a physical culture institution in connection with the university's gymnasium department. Instructors in the art of physical development and those of the body are to be employed in the scheme.

The new gymnasium has not been tendered a location as yet, President Bowman doubting whether it would be situated in the state capitol or down near the river. The new building is to cost $125,000, which is $10,000 more than was asked in the first budget.

PASTIME THEATRE TODAY

THAT BOY FROM MISSOURI.

Sunday. The Playhouse season of the year for the masses.

THE CRIMSON CROSS.

In three parts.
Elks Wind up a Great Big Finale

"Bill" Felker and Birdie Barber Make Big Hits Supported by Stars

Spicy Work by Local Men—Men's University People Take Leading Positions здесь and there. A new Hill—Good Bosses.

A grand finale by the Elks scored another home run for the mammoth sentiments at the Elks last night. Now music and new jokes scored a hit with a packed house and the entire performance was a howdy "pepper" and "zing". The opening chorus took the hearts of the crowd and from then on nothing lay down for over an hour. "Billie" Parrish opened the musical numbers with "Take Me to that Swanne Show". If any of the audience was serious about life being able to sing their hours vanished as "Billie" returned after time to the delight of the audience. A great dancer, showing several throughout the production. The Clemson "Battlers" did not yet determined as both Iowa and Texas to cut out the dance. A delicious and the standing of the clubs as it everything else anybody doesn't like. "Billie" will require a post-season match for all foreign students at the Cosmopolitan club. The international peace societies are also interested.

Members of the Missouri track team will be sent to the various high schools of the state as soon as a plan to boost the annual interscholastic meet goes through. It is the aim of the university to give the benefit of full coaching to both the high school and high school athletes in this way.

Michigan university is seriously considering the donation of a house to serve as a representative place for all foreign students at Ann Arbor. The money for the house is being raised by the Cosmopolitan club. The international peace societies are also interested.

A movement is now under way among the women at Michigan university to raise the funds for a women's organization in one women's organizations in one self-organized association. Every woman in the university will be a member of the association upon registration.

COLUMBIA—Flooring has been adopted as part of the requisites of the Columbia university, and hereafter a student, before he is permitted to come, must be permitted to come for his degree of graduation will have to show, as well as being sworn in, a statement in writing from the president of Colorado university, and also a statement in writing from the president of the university, that he has been registered as a student and that he will pay the fees for the first semester.

The latest form of college fraternity organizations called "fraternities" is being organized at Kansas university, and is the first of its kind in the state. The fraternity is an organization modeled after the present fraternity, and is designed to give the benefits of the advantages of the dormitory, as well as being a place to meet people from all parts of the country.

Michigan university has already received 219 letters asking for men to fill engineering positions which is more than the school can handle. This is a reflection of the feeling that this profession is overcrowded with men.

Laurence, Hopkin, Bollett, and Mitchell college students receive several letters from various states and are expected to participate in the peace international contest to be held at Milwaukee State. The winners are expected to be selected at the convention to be held in the Wisconsin convention in the west of the United States.

Michigan university has already received 219 letters asking for men to fill engineering positions which is more than the school can handle. This is a reflection of the feeling that this profession is overcrowded with men.

You will receive double Service from your shoe store when you have them shined by us. We may not get first class shine until you have seen the kind we do.